Disclaimer

This e-book has been written for information purposes only. Every
effort has been made to make this eBook as complete and accurate
as possible. However, there may be mistakes in typography or
content. Also, this e-book provides information only up to the
publishing date. Therefore, this eBook should be used as a guide not as the ultimate source.

The purpose of this eBook is to educate. The author and the
publisher does not warrant that the information contained in this ebook is fully complete and shall not be responsible for any errors or
omissions. The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor
responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or
damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this
e-book.

You would have to have been living under a rock not to have heard
about the "New Media" or "Social Media" and how many businesses
are using this platform to market their products and services online.
Here are 100 of the most important concepts to grasp to make sure
this platform works for you and your business ?

Just so we are on the same page, here is my definition of Social
Media. Social Media is any online platform where people can have
conversations and create relationships with other people. Social
Media Marketing is when you leverage those relationships to market
your products and service.

1. Connection - The social networks are built around this concept,
so it is very important you get this first for success. You begin by
connecting with your friends, family, and people in your target
market. Then you connect with their friends and family. Before you
know it, just a few connections become many.

2. Conversation - One of the most important things to remember on
the social networks is you cannot begin with the end (sales). It's like
going to a cocktail party. Would you go to a party, meet someone
new and right away launch into a sales presentation? Of course not.
You would first get to know each other this is what social media
allow you to do online. You begin with a 4 conversation, and you
learn what your new friend needs and how you can help them.
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3. Create Relationships - As you have these conversations online,
you begin to get to know each other. This leads to a better
understanding of what your new friends need and what they love to
do. You find out how you can help them. Like all great relationships,
it should be less about you and more about them.

4. Content - The saying on the Social Networks is CONTENT is
king! Your goal is to provide useful, relevant, free content to all your
new friends so they can get a feel for what you do and how you can
help them. Don't worry about giving away too much because
strangely, the more you give, the more you will get in return. It's a
huge paradigm shift from the traditional marketing model, but it
does work.

5. Community Building - Your community is your core group of like
minder individuals. They more time you spend on the social
networks the bigger that community will become. It starts out slow
but as your community grows the faster you will grow your
connections because you have access to an ever growing pool of
people. For example, if you start with ten friends and each of them
have ten friends you then have access to 100 people. Once you
become friends with those people, you then can connect with each
of their ten friends, and it just goes on and on in a geometric
progression. Now not every one of their friends will become your 5
friends but the larger the pool of choices the more chance you have
to grow the number of people you have relationships with.

6. Caring - As human beings we all hunger for other humans to
connect with. It's just built into our DNA. Because our jobs and
family commitments isolate us a lot of the time, it becomes harder
and harder to find and create connections. Our online communities
can help to fill that void. The most successful communities are the
ones where people truly care about each other and try to help each
other. When you give of yourself, you open yourself up to receive
more in return, and this is where Social media shines! It is the perfect
platform for giving to others.

7. Clients - Studies show that people prefer to do business with other
people they know like and trust. Once you grasp all the previous
concepts the next logical step is for your friends to do business with
you. The cool part about this is you don't need to "sell" your products
and services. Those people who need what you are selling come to
you presold. Because of everything you have given them for free
online.

8. Find People Interested In Your Product or Service - Social Media
Marketing is an excellent way to find people interested in your
product or service. You can easily find discussions and join in the
conversation. Keep an eye on the conversation, drop in when you
see where you can add value, 6 offer tips and resources, however,
do yourself a favor, Be Social! If you wade into the conversation
with constant "buy my stuff" you will be ignored.

9. Deliver Quality Content - You can create blog posts, share
pictures of your products, ask questions, conduct surveys, and write
articles, share teleseminars and webinars. There are 100's of ways to
share quality content. However, in the beginning, it can be
challenging to know just what to post. You can find information that
others have posted and share it. Remember this content does not
always have to be yours, but please do give credit where credit is
due. Make sure you name who created the content, they deserve the
credit.

10. Gather Their Information - You may be creating a list of
followers on Twitter or a great group of friends on Facebook,
remember that information belongs to Facebook and Twitter, it is
not yours. They could shut down, or god forbid, block you. You
must have a way of gathering the information of the people who are
interested in your product or service. There are various services out
there such as Infusion Soft, 1Automation Wiz or Mail Chimp that
can enable you to collect the names and email addresses of the
people who are interested in your product or service. These systems
will also enable you to follow up and stay in touch consistently and
easily. People ask me "just how do I make money with social
media?" That would be similar to asking "How do I make money
with a yellow pages ad?" Social media is where you find people who
are interested in your product or service and where people find you.
Take the time to learn it yourself or find someone to do it for you.

11. Share tips, tricks, and ideas - If you have a way to help do
something faster, share it with others. They will appreciate it.

12. Retweet or repost other people's stuff - This one will get some
great Social media love going on, and they will be more likely to
help promote you as well.

13. Be part of the conversation - Don't just post your stuff. Talk to
people, share with them. Offer advice and help them out. Comment
on what they have going on as well.

14. Be consistent - Don't slack off. Ideally, you will post once a day,
but at least post once a week. Keep connected with other people.
Reply to their comments, ask questions, and answer other people's
questions. But post often. You can't expect to be good for a week
and then let it go to nothing. People will think you dropped off the
Earth and stopped following you. They will give up on you because
they expected you to be part of the conversation and you let them
down.

It takes time and consistency to work for you.

Pretty much every marketing venue out there is the same, but social
media marketing is more so than anything else I have ever seen. Let
me tell you about an example of this. I have a lot of followers on
Twitter. From time to time I like to go in and clean up my list. One
of the first things I do is look for people that haven't posted for a
while. I just wiped out over 100 people that haven't posted anything
in over six months. YES, six months!

Many of these people started their accounts for business, and then
were really good for a month or so and then gave up on it. They
stopped posting and say that Twitter isn't a good marketing tool.
Now I hear this about just about every type of marketing I see people
trying from postcards to networking, to newspapers, to online
marketing. Too many business people think that they can just try it
for a bit and if it doesn't work, drop it and move to the next shiny
object.

If you want any marketing to work, you have to give it time to work.
People aren't going to buy from you right away. They don't 9 know
anything about you. They need to get to know you first and get to
trust you. Especially, with Social Media. It’s a harder place to get
people just to buy. It's exactly what the name implies "Social" media.
That means that you have to be social and build a relationship with
your followers. And one of the most vital things is that consistency
will help you build that relationship.

With all the tools out there to cross promote your social media sites
like Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc., there isn't any reason you
can't keep up with it. I spend about 15 minutes a day, and most of
that is actually in direct communication with other people. By the
way, that 15 minutes is for ALL of my social media sites, not just
one.

You need to keep up with it. If you can spend 5 minutes to post
something that you can share with your followers, it will build each
and every day. You will build a better relationship with those people
and the byproduct of that... more sales. Here is a couple of things
that you can post that will help build that relationship with others.

By just following these few steps a few minutes a day you will build
up a large following of loyal fans that want to know what you have
going on and share out your message with their followers. But, be
consistent. Don't let your work go to waste. It's going to take a bit
longer but you will have a much stronger following, and 10 people
will be much more likely to want to hear what you have to say.

15. Connection to a combative diary post - There's nothing higher
for inspiring engagement than somewhat disputation.

16. Let Interest move you - Interest could be a goldmine regarding
finding staggering pictures you'll share (especially pictures with
quotes). Essentially make a point to offer right credit.

17. Share a valuable asset - If you're included concerning sharing the
first accommodating information along with your adherents, don't
be hesitant to direct them to various individuals' significant
substance (not just your own).

18. Post a Slide Share Introduction - If you might want to search out
one that is as of now turned out to be very much enjoyed, visit the
'Inclining in Social Media' segment at the most reduced of the Slide
share landing page.

19. Connection to a contextual investigation - Case examines
pleasant for conveying accommodating data in an exceedingly way
that is extra food and vile than an average weblog post.

20. Connection to partner industry-related IFTTT formula - Haven't
distinguished of IFTTT (short for If This Then That)? You might
want to find out it out. At that point share a connection to a recipe
your supporters would see accommodating.

21. Fire audits or tributes - Eliciting surveys from fans or devotees
is one among the best ways that to encourage tributes you'll use as
social verification on your site.

22. Fan photographs - scrounge around for hashtags related to your
business or item, and offer a client picture on Facebook, Instagram
or Pinterest.

23. Advocate an instrument - Share an (ideally free) device or asset
you're suspecting that your supporters would notice helpful.

24. Share a most loved book - practically like #23, offer a book
suggestion your fans or supporters would appreciate.

25. Every day inside the life post - gives a recap of a commonplace
day inside the lifetime of a visual creator, creator, CEO, and so forth.

26. Advocate your most loved items - If you're AN internet business
site, share a stock of your high merchants or most noteworthy
evaluated item. In case you're an administration 12 provider, share a
stock of the item that helps you achieve your business.

27. Share irregular tips - sporadically post an arbitrary tip or trap
your supporters would acknowledge accommodating. Imply: abuse
irregular tip numbers adds enthusiasm to your post (e.g. Tip #256:
__________)

28. Connection to your most smoking web log post - gives a transient
introduction to the post and put forth a defense for why it's your most
sweep and shared post.

29. Offer a proposal - Share the affection by prescribing a business
you've worked with accomplishment inside the past.

30. Share a work/life adjust tip - Your web-based social networking
adherents wish to comprehend you're a genuine individual with
proportional battles as them. Share a tip you've learned for an
evening out work, life, and family.

31. Bring a visit to a world of fond memories - Share photographs
of late logos, sites or your awfully starting item.

32. Arbitrary posts that show you're a genuine individual - for
instance, what you had for supper the previous evening or what
you're doing this end of the week.

33. Share boundless Reddit subject - Visit Reddit's Trending
Subreddit page to search out across the board and slanting themes to
post concerning.

34. Advocate another person to take after via web-based networking
media - Share a connection to another person's webbased social
networking profile and urge your fans to "like" or tail them.

35. Share a Pinterest board - If your clients are on Pinterest (imply:
if your statistic is instructed, high-salary females, they more likely
than not are), offer a Pinterest board using Facebook or Twitter.

36. Share a comic book or image - acquiring your clients to snicker
with you might be a decent approach to begin building connections.

37. Post a video tribute - Share a video survey; or higher, be that as
it may, raise your online networking devotees to present their video
tributes.

38. Advocate a partner on LinkedIn - Encourage your associations
with accomplishing never going to budge some person UN
organization goes about as a profitable asset for your business.

39. Hold icon photograph} challenge - Fire photograph entries so
get your fans to vote. Share the triumphant photographs, as well!

40. Share an inclining Twitter theme - Use Topsy to search out a
substance that is far reaching and slanting on Twitter.

41. Have a dialog via web-based networking media - this could
increase before long, subsequently, make sure to stay on high of it!

42. 'Inscription this' - Post a photo and raise your fans to return up
with imaginative or entertaining subtitles.

43. YouTube video see an adorable or consecrated video and induce
you to purchase to your fans or supporters.

44. Tag another Facebook page - Generate some sensible fate by
serving to push another business.

45. Share breaking the business news - be a stop of what's occurring
in your business or specialty by exploitation Google Alerts.

46. Share nation particular occasions - need your supporters from
round the world Merry Christmas (a full rundown of overall
occasions are frequently found.

47. Offer (and raise for) forecasts - for instance, "I anticipate that
Germany can win the planet Cup. Who does one accept can win?”

48. Supply a free digital book - Build your email list while producing
some goodwill alongside your fans.
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